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Every grado product has its own story, every story with its desire 
of uniqueness, innovation, quality and enthusiasm of every grado 
people. We are trying to design crossover products which can be 
used in various places according to the requirement of the space, 
offering better solutions to the application of both products and 
space. In order to meet the real needs of contemporary working 
and living environments, grado group continues to innovate in 
design. 

Enjoy Work
Enjoy Life
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LUNA SOFA
design by Micky Wang & Alex Chai 2015

Luna Sofa produced with extremely elegant appearance and 
the comfortable feeling.  This minimalist appearance with clean 
contemporary lines and ergonomically function can attract your 
eyes instantly.

Luna尪〄鸣㽠✫⠏꧈荛匧涸㢪䕎⟄⿺莞鷓涸㗂䠭匧皍涸霃雦ծ䎁ⲙ幡晊涸絁勵⟄⿺
涰䵨涸㹊欽䚍㖈痦♧傞ꢂ䫋⡞⡹涸滚椕կ
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W2150  D990  H725 W2975  D990 -1630  H725 W2975  D990 -1630  H725 W500  D320   H140
W480  D420   H145
W600  D500   H145



Luna

The inside structure is solid wood and elastic 
strip suspension seat, except the soft foam, we 
inject the further into this sofa, which can give 
user high-level seating feeling. Slender aluminum 
legs, the same with da da series, imparted a 
feeling of grace to the environment. 
Luna Sofa is suitable for any public or private 
space, especially waiting room, reception, and 
home. 

Luna 尪〄僽 Dada 涸䒁⠽艙鿈ꜥꝀ⟝絕ざ✫ Dada

涸넞騈ꭑ⯋稇㖈佅丒侮⚡䏠䎇⥂霆✫剒㣐ꣳ䏞莞
鷓䚍涸ず傞胜鿈ㄤ䪜䩛ꬑ㙈涸⚚㺙絆ざ⢪侮⡤絁勵
皍峇㣐倰淼ꬠ餘䠭絈艓厫徾鲨絁涸絈蒜㢅椚䎂侮
崨歧կLuna䏠♸ꬑ胜涸錭䏞⚚呔䭽撑➃劼䊨玐椚䙁
忘駈⢪欽罏㼆莞鷓䠭涸銳宠կⰦ⠏꧈涸霃雦㼆✵⡞
㸔䧴ⰖⰟ瑟ꢂ鿪僽ꬋ䌢椚䟝涸鷥䭊կ luna Sofa + Lotus Coffee Table + Face 

Luna

P.13



LORD LOUNGE 
design by Wendy Liu & Alex Chai  2016

Lord Lounge Chair, the inspiration comes from the seashell, the 
shape of the chair is very interesting which looks like the shell 
with opening mouth. In legend, mermaid always takes the shell 
as a chair, therefore, lord lounge chair can give you the feeling 
of grace and atmospheric.

餍㡲喱抳䠭勻彂✵㣐嵳帿㢅涸餍㡲㸐侮⚡䕎朐ꬋ䌢剣馰㽠⫸僽餍㡲䓎䒓✫㏟կ㖈
⠛霹⚥餍㡲僽繠➃됎涸䏠喱絛➃䠭錣⠏꧈㣐孞կ

P.15

W750  D780  H1160 W750  D780  H840 W620  D470  H395
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40
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Lord

Lord Lounge Chair with comfortable seat and 
back, which use solid wood covered by soft 
foaming, will let you enjoy the whole afternoon. 
Besides, the shape of the whole chair match 
the human engineering, you won’t feel any 
uncomfortable, even for a long time sitting. 
In order to adapt to different spaces, there 
are many colors of fabric can be chosen. The 
simple and elegant color makes Lord Lounge 
looks graceful. Lord chair suits for various 
spaces such as reception, office, public area, 
etc. 

Lord Lounge Chair 剣满匧⚹莞鷓涸䏠喱ㄤꬑ胜厫鲱
涸嵳絷㞅⯎⺫醙⢪䝠腊㢿❧「侮⚡䣐䦂涸♴⼯կ姼
㢪䧮⟌⚚呔呏䰘➃⡤䊨㷖霃雦絛䝠䌄勻䨾劢剣
涸❧「⡤낉կ
⚹✫鷓ꂁ♶ず涸瑟ꢂ䧮⟌䲿⣘✫⚪㺢涸俱鷥䭊կ
皍峇⠏꧈涸涸蒀䕙䵨ꂁ蠒鸣ⴀ匧⚹莞鷓涸錠錣⡤낉կ
Lord Lounge Chair 腊㢿鷓ꂁぐ猫瑟ꢂ䱹䖉㹔ծ⸅Ⱆ
㹔ծⰖⰟ瑟ꢂ瘝կ

Phoenix Creative Building，Hotel
Hangzhou—China

Lord Lounge Chair+Face�

Lord

P.17



LORD OFFICE 
CHAIR
design by Wendy Liu & Alex Chai 2017

Lord Office Chair comes from Lord family. Absorbing the 
advantages of Lord chair, we add more functions for it. But of 
course, it is still beautiful.

餍㡲⸅Ⱆ喱僽 Lord 禹䒁⠽կ㸐꧋ Lord 禹䨾剣⠏挿✵♧⡤ず傞㟞⸈✫刿㢴涸㹊
欽⸆腊⽲⣜傊⠏꧈㥵姼կ

P.19

W745  D630  H1030W745  D630  H1270

46
0

46
0



Lord Office Chair comes from Lord family. In 
addition to the soft foaming seat and optional 
fabric, Lord office chair equipped with the Donit 
chassis thus the seat and backrest can be tilted 
back and forth together. Polished aluminum legs 
also enhance the beauty of the chair. Chairs 
with or without headrest both available. Lord 
Office Chair is designed for the users who have 
a long timework in the office, providing with 
easier seats as comfort as possible. The design 
conforms the company’s concept perfectly, 
conveying the ides to enjoy work.

溫淼妴ծPU妴ㄤ䋒俱妴〳⣘鷥䭊կ⚹✫鷓䎾㢴呋涸⸅Ⱆ梠
㞯罜霣欰涸餍㡲⸅Ⱆ喱㖈⸅Ⱆ梠㞯⚥餍㡲⸅Ⱆ喱剣满
絟㼆涸⠏⸷莞鷓䎇⚂넞餥⠏꧈կ�

Lord

Lord Office Chair+Dada Table 

Lord

P.21



P.23

FUNGO 
design by Wendy Liu & Alex Chai 2017

The design inspiration of Fungo derives from mushrooms. Fungo 
pouf’s lovely modeling reveals warmth. There are three different 
sizes to be chosen and it could be moved conveniently. The 
biggest has another amazing function. Put what is redundant 
and narrow-visions into the mushrooms so interesting the 
product is !  

錜Ⱖ䕎濼Ⱖ䠑豺蝆禹涸鸣㘗勻荈✵豺蝆䎇⚂刿㥩涸霥ꅺ✫豺蝆涸〳昶կ豺蝆禹
ⴔⵆ⚹豺蝆㟱넞ゅ豺蝆ⳳ⟄⿺豺蝆蘡Ⳝ禹剒㣐妴涸豺蝆㟱鵮輑Ⰶ✫⪰暟⸆腊
雮㢴⡮涸㼭暟⟝魷鵳豺蝆ꅽ剣馰ⵌ雮➃昶♶ꅺ䩛

Ø 360   H425 Ø 550   H385 Ø 800   H345 Ø 360   H360 Ø 550   H290 Ø 800   H210 Ø 375   H450 Ø 490   H780
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Fungo series extends to two types, Stool and 
Side Table. Fungo Stool includes bar stool and 
stool. Fungo side table has three different sizes. 
The table board of the large of Fungo Side 
Table could be taken up, and the interior could 
be used to store. 

Whether at home or in public space, Fungo 
series always lights your space. 

'VOHP 禹遥欰ⴀ✫㗂㟱ㄤ鴝呱⚙猫❡ㅷ碫㘗կ㗂㟱⺫䭍
ゅ喱ㄤ兜鸑㗂㟱罜鴝呱⛲剣♲⚡♶ず涸❡ㅷ㽯㼄〳⣘鷥䭊կ
ず傞䧮⟌鵮㼜剒㣐㽯㼄涸鴝呱呱霃雦䧭〳䬒⽸涸絕匬
㟞⸈✫⪰暟涸⸆腊կ

Fungo Fungo

P.27

Fungo Pouf+Dada Side Table

Fungo Side Table+Mart Sofa



DADA TABLE

P.29

design by Micky Wang & Alex Chai 2015

Dada table’s inspiration comes from women’s high-heeled 
shoes, the voice sounds like a women walk on the street, so 
this elegant table named Dada. 

Dada ꅷ欽넞騈ꭑ膃騈涸⯋稇侮⡤絁勵䎁ⲙ鲽渠崨絁㘗絈蒜邔䩯ⴀ⸆腊♸鲽渠涸㸤
繠絕ざկ

W1600   D800   H755

W1200   D600   H755

W1800   D900   H755

W2000   D1000   H755

W4800   D1200    H755 W700   D700    H450

W1200   D700   H450



Dada

Dada Table+Lord Office Chair

Dada

Dada Work Station+Lord Office Chair

Polished and white aluminum legs with 
MDF top is suitable for a variety of 
areas, such as conference room, dining 
room, administrative area, and so on. 
Brings an aesthetic feeling to the users. 

涯蒀ꜥざꆄ⾓Ꝁ膃ㄤ⚥㺙䏞匣勞涸䎾欽⢪䖤
Dada䧭⚹瑟ꢂ涸涰䵨ⵄ㐼կ偽雿僽⠔雳㹔鵮僽
遤佟⸅Ⱆ㹔Dada鿪腊䌄絛⢪欽罏ꬋⳝ涸繠㷖
⡤낉կ

P.31



Dada

Dada Coffee Table+Luna Sofa

Dada

P.33

Dada Table not only expresses a furnishing 
concept but also a graceful lifestyle. It has 
a minimalist image with high quality and 
craftsmanship. The fair shape design and slim 
structure can attract your eyes instantly. 

Dada禹邍鴪涸♶➑➑僽♧猫㹻Ⱘ嚋䙁ず傞鵮僽♧猫⠏
꧈涸欰崞倰䒭կ䧮⟌鸑鵂匧皍涸霃雦椚䙁㖈䊨蒌ㄤ餘ꆀ♳
》䖤✫䎂邂կず傞䊨侮涸呱ㄤ紦絈呱膃霃雦腊㖈痦♧傞
ꢂ䫋⡞⡹涸滚椕կ



BRAINSTORMING㣢腰굥凐⼓

Ottomap Sofa P.37

⚆歲㖑㕃 OTT-SF-01

Every Chair P.95

昶将喱 EVE-CH-01

Ray Table P.53

Ꝙ呱�RAY-TB-02
Wings Chair P.49

㣔뚧喱WIN-CH-02

Lotus Table P.41

蚚〽蘡Ⳝ LOT-TB-01

Flux Table P.63

駈䕎呱 FLX-TB-03
Dada Table P.29

㌰㌰呱�DAD-TB-01

Bunny Chair P.45

⺫喱 BUN-CH-02    �



OTTOMAP

W2360   D1160   H360 W1370   D1200   H360 W1050   D750   H360 W870   D580   H360 W630   D520   H360 W490   D430   H360

design by Vincenzo Vinci 2014

Ottomap sofa’s creative thinking started from the world map, 
each separate part represents a different area. A unique 
shape with vivid color has a subtle attraction. 

Ottomap 抳䠭勻彂✵⚆歲㖑㕃կ⚪㺢涸괃蒀䵨ꂁ餻✮㸐됮崞涸欰ㄐ礵荝涸絈蒜㢅椚⡤
梡ⴀ㼆넞ㅷ餘涸鷅宠կ

P.37



Ottomap

It creates a pleasant atmosphere ,which is most 
suited for large spaces such as meeting rooms, 
conference halls, outdoor recreation space, 
shopping mall or other educational spaces. 

Ottomap尪〄鷓欽✵嫦♧⚡ⰖⰟ梠㞯կ歋✵杝暵涸㢪錜霃雦
䚪僽腊㢿エ䒸⠍➃涸滚椕鸣䠄䘯ㄤ靕涸孞孧㽍Ⱖ鷓ざ
㣐涸ⰖⰟ瑟ꢂ㥵㕃⛼껧ծ㷖吥䧴䎓⯄㔩ծ瘝⦫㹔ծ⠅䜂㹔ծ
귬⾍ㄤꂊ䏅կ

Ottomap

P.39



LOTUS
design by Vincenzo Vinci & Alex Chai 2014

Lotus Side Table, with its lovely shapes and a variety of bright 
colors, attract more and more people’s attention since being 
invented .It is suitable for many spaces, no matter public 
areas or private spaces. 

Lotus 鴝呱僽♧⚡ꬋ䌢〳昶涸❡ㅷ  䔲䝠瑟ꢀ涸傞⦫  〳⟄䪾♧匉ㄳ㉰䧴罏⡹㋐妅涸⛼
佞♳կ剣劼䕎朐䖎雮䧮⟌䟝饰♧劳蜠蔄կ㖈霃雦鵂玐⚥暵ⵆ餻✮✫㸐〳靈蒜넞䏞涸
➃䚍⻊⸆腊  ꃎ⡃蜠觌㣢涸䩛厑雮⡹〳⟄鲽匠㖑獴⸓㸐  鵯㽠⫸㸐㖈霹䪾䧮䌄饥ゅկ

Ø 390   H450/740

P.41



Lotus

We got the inspiration from lotus leaves in West 
lake. Besides, we add the functionality of height 
adjustable during the design process, and you 
can easy to move when you hold the hand grip 
at the top. It seem that the table are inviting the 
users to ”pick me up” .

磋劣嶃俱鸑鵂歏㌂嶃㖲⺣㖑エ꣡㖈梠⥂⚥紦匣邍絑
⚥岚紤㢪㔿⻊䕎䧭珘㹁罜⿶荝㺙涸磋劣嶃㽻կ偽䮦〄ծ
偽寓厩㼆➃⡤偽⽭㹲溫姻㸝Ⰼ梠⥂կ넞䔂䏞刿罣欽磋
劣嶃㽻㾩✵넞䔂䏞⥂䫡㽻♶➑腊餻✮㹻Ⱘ罣熋䚍ծ罣ⵉ
䚍ծ罣Ȿⴁծ罣ꃑ焦瘝⠏䒗䚍腊〥㢪鵮腊⢪㹻ⰨⰨ剣꣖
敍ծ䫒蝒ծ꣖敍瘝佪卓⚹㹻Ⱘ邍䲿⣘剒⚹⠏䒗涸䚍腊
⥂䫡刿Ⱘ霃雦䠭կ

Won 
A’design award
Gold Award

CIFF 2014 
Gold Award/ Bend chair
Bronze Award/Lotus side table

Lotus

P.43



BUNNY CHAIR
design by Vincenzo Vinci & Alex Chai 2014

Bunny Chair is created for multi-usage environments, the smooth 
lines and the elegant shapes make it appealing, cozy and 
extremely comfortable. There are side chair, armchair, barstool 
can be chosen. 

Bunny��⠏꧈厫ㄤկ礵荝涸㢪䕎⟄⿺厫鲱涸鍘䠭  雮➃⟌䠭ⵌ庛꼕莞鷓⛓⡮鵮侔〄
满♧猫杝暵涸눂⸂㢴㽻妃涸蒀䕙䵨ꂁ挿綂✫瑟ꢂ⢪Ⱖ刿⸈莞鷓ծ㺈侎կ Bunny䲿
⣘✫❀猫♶ず涸喱艙䵨ꂁ倰呩鷓欽✵㢴猫梠㞯㥵㾀㹻⸅Ⱆ㖞䨾⟄⿺귬⾍⠔䨾կ姼
㢪 BunnyⰨ剣〳㛜〜♸䬒⽸涸暵䚍ⵄ✵⺫鄳ㄤ鵘鳕կ

W540  D570  H850 W590  D570  H850 W550  D610  H1140

47
0

47
0 78

0
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Bunny

For the back and seat, we using the technology 
of car seat to meet our quality standards , the 
cold inject foam make bunny a comfortable 
seat and keep its shape more durable. 
The supporting part and seat surface part 
respectively made in different molds to increase 
comfort and strength, combined with high and 
new technology, maintain the plumpness of 
shape Young, innovative and versatile: the 
Bunny Chair not only expresses a furnishing 
concept but also a lifestyle. This modern and 
multifunctional chair Bunny Chair meets all the 
requirements of home and community interiors 
as its style and versatility.

⚹✫鴪ⵌ餘ꆀㄤ莞鷓䚍涸ꅾ넞叻ⲥ䧮⟌ꅷ欽✫导鲨䏠
喱〄岙䪮助껒忘㗏㹊涸㢪錜欽⛉㥵倝կ佅丒鿈ⴔㄤ䏠喱
邍䧮⟌ꅷ欽✫㸤Ⰼ♶ず涸垷㘗勻䲿넞莞鷓䏞ㄤ罣⛉
䏞կ넞猰䪮勞俱雮䏠喱䕎朐䭯⛉껒忘ず傞⛲僽䧮⟌㖈勞
俱倝ㄤ䪮助㢴呋䚍♳涸䱲程կ䧮⟌㗏⥌Bunny♶➑➑僽
♧⚡㹻Ⱘ嚋䙁ず傞⛲僽♧猫♶ꥥ䠑涸欰崞䙖䏞կBunny
梡➿䠭ㄤ㢴⸆腊涸㸤繠輑ざ㸐腊鍒Ɀ㹻䏭宠欨荛僽忘
駈㹔ⰻ霃雦涸㢴ꅾ銳կ�

Won 
Good design award

Won 
A’design award

Bunny

P.47



W610  D540  H850 W580  D570  H860
45

0

45
0

WINGS CHAIR
design by Wendy Liu & Alex Chai 2016

grado rethinks the classic design of Swan Chair, modify the 
characteristic, redesign the curves and sculpt, and injects its 
new ideas to create this new Wings Chair. 

Wings Chair �僽㼆㣐䋗 Arne Jacobsen �涸荝侢㸐䒁絯✫㣔뚧喱ꧧ㝕菚涸繠䠭䧮⟌
ꅾ倝霃雦✫刼絁♸鸣㘗雮絑Ⱙꅾ梡կ�Wings Chair 絁勵荈歋崨歧喱魧歋刼匬䧭
㸤Ⰼ溏♶ⵌ♧勵疴湬涸絁勵䪜䩛♸喱胜剣䭆䫵涸䠭錣㗂䠭莞鷓絛➃⼧駈涸㸝Ⰼ
䠭կ

P.49



Wings

The Wings Chair with succinct lines and elegant 
appearance, show you an extraordinary 
feeling. Cold injects foam can preserve the 
shape and exibility very well, optional fabric 
with a different base makes the Wings Chair 
is available to almost all kinds of environment, 
such as cafe, dining room, office, and some 
other public spaces. 

Wings Chair鸑鵂皍峇涸㢪錜ㄤ⠏꧈涸䕎⡤䌄絛⡹匧荝
繠錜涸⡤낉կ䧮⟌ꅷ欽✫ⲇ岤Ⰶ䒭〄岙勞俱⢪Ⱖ䕎朐ㄤ
㗂䠭⛉⥂䭯♧荝կ㢴猫〳鷥涸邍勞餘⢪Ⱖ腊㢿輑Ⰶぐ
猫瑟ꢂ梠㞯嫱㥵ㄳ㉰껧ծ귬⾍ծ⸅Ⱆ㹔䧴僽♧❈ⰖⰟ
⼓㚖կ

Wings

Wings Chair+Dada Table�
P.51



RAY TABLE
design by Vic Yang & Alex Chai 2017

Ray Max is a pure, clean table. White and wooden surface 
with aluminum alloy base form this eye-catching table. Ray 
Max looks light and quiet, which was given by the designer. 

Ray 㥵姼紱礨䎁ⲙず傞⚚靭㸐歋㕐盗ㄤꜥざꆄ⾓Ꝁ⟝匬䧭կ絕匬鲽渠⤑✵獴⸓
鴝鿈⦝俷錭랱蒀屘怚鴝紦絈絁勵涸㢪錜鷓欽✵㢴猫♶ず涸梠㞯կ姼㢪ⴢ呱
⢪Ⱖ刿罣欽կ

P.53

Ø700   H450

Ø700   H1060

Ø700   H740

W700 D700 H450 W1000 D700 H450

W700 D700 H745

W700 D700 H1060

W1000 D700 H745

W700 D700 H450

W700 D700 H745

W700 D700 H1060



Ray

This table is available in a range of sizes and 
shapes：square, round, rounded square. These 
features combine to create a table that can furnish 
both private and public areas in a distinctive and 
functional manner. 

Ray呱Ⱘ㹊欽䚍ծ⸆腊䚍ㄤ珘㔿䚍ず傞倰⤑䩧椚կ㸐剣
♶ず涸㣐㼭ㄤ䕎朐〳⣘鷥䭊⺫䭍倰䕎ծ㕐䕎ㄤ㕐鴝倰䕎կ
鵯❈暵䚍涸絕ざ⢪㸐⟄♧猫杝暵⚂⸆腊䚍涸倰䒭㖈猙㺙❠
䧴ⰖⰟ瑟ꢂ鄄⢪欽կ

Ray

Ray Table+Every Chair+Mart Sofa
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MEETING AREA ONE⠔雳⼓♧

Flux Table P.67

駈䕎呱 FLX-TB-03

Stilo Chair P.71

㢕〢喱 STL-CH-02

Mart Sofa P.59

끩暵尪〄 MRT-SF-02

Face P.85

膿ⳳ FAC-TB-01

Lotus Coffee Table P.63

蚚〽㹊加ㄳ㉰蘡Ⳝ LOT-TB-02M



MART SOFA
design by Vincenzo Vinci & Alex Chai 2014

With Mart, we introduce our vision of a sofa as “a classical 
design lasts longer than just fashion.” Mart is a collection of 
comfortable one or two seats sofa that can complement both 
private and public spaces.

侮⡤涸錠錣繠䠭 , 霥ꅺ✫ Mart 尪〄涸繠㷖椚䙁“ 絑Ⱙ涸㕂꣢굥呔嫱♧傞✰㣫エ䒸滚
椕涸刿䭯⛉կ” 侮⡤霃雦皍⽀ծ㣐孞 , Ⱘ剣餍㡲䠭涸梡➿崨絁䠭կ 

W1800  D790  H670 W800  D790  H670 W600  D300 W450  D450
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Mart

Mar t Sofa is character ized by minimal 
and contemporary lines that creates a half- 
surrounded experience for users. Slender and 
powerful legs in black steel tubes offer a strong 
support to the whole sofa. 
As the classic style, optional fabric with 
compact and exquisite shape can satisfy most 
of the requirements of different spaces, like 
office, reception room, cafe, etc. 

Mart涸䏀鿈佅丒霃雦勻荈✵♧澕ꢂ涸抳䠭侮⚡尪〄鄄盗
朐涸艙佅丒满㥩⫸侮⚡尪〄㖈瑟⚥怓嵥♧呋կMart尪〄
⟄㹊加⚹絕匬呥卹〳鷥䭊淼ꬠ䧴䋒蒌կ⡲⚹♧⚡絑Ⱙ
妴Mart尪〄䭆剣㢴猫〳鷥涸勞餘ծ稒ⲽ礵荝涸㢪錜腊㢿
忘駈♶ず瑟ꢂծ♶ず宠⫸僽⸅Ⱆ㹔ծ䱹䖉㹔ծㄳ㉰껧瘝կ

Cloud City VANKE
 ShenZhen—China

Mart Sofa

Mart

Mart Sofa+Bunny Lounge+Ray Table+Lotus
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LOTUS COFFEE
TABLE
design by Wendy  Liu & Alex Chai 2016

Lotus Coffee Table, the organic shape found in nature with 
different shapes, sizes, and heights. So they can be composed 
tier upon tier.

Lotus �蚚〽蘡Ⳝ抳䠭勻彂✵㢙傈銯廩⚥㽻㽻〜〜涸蚚〽䧮⟌䪾鵯♧繠㥩涸兞韌輑
Ⰶ䧮⟌涸霃雦⚥կ鵯妴蘡Ⳝ剣⚙⚡♶ず涸䕎朐㽯㼄넞䏞〳鷥絆ざ㖈♧饰㽠⫸
⯕♴ꥧꥧ絲絲涸蚚〽♧菚կ

W 556   D560   H430 W 860   D750   H380
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Lotus Lotus

Lotus Coffee Table+Mart Sofa 

P.65

Constituted by Ash and metal legs, lotus coffee 
table will be easy for assembling. In order to 
keep the wood grain, we use the opening 
coating as the measure of the surface. Three 
different colors with two different sizes can be 
chosen, you can put them separately or together 
to meeting all the different requests. 

Lotus歋⚙鿈ⴔ絆䧭랱蒀涸ꛩ盗⟄⿺㹊加涸〵〵 剣♲⚡괃蒀〳鷥灉紤蒀⾲加蒀랱蒀䧮⟌⢪欽䒓佞怚鵯
呋㽠腊㸤繠涸⥂殆加紻䌄絛⢪欽罏剒餤鵛㣐荈搬涸䠭「կ
⚙⚡♶ず涸䕎朐〳⟄荈歋絆ざⴔ䒓⢪欽䧴罏絆ざ㖈♧饰
⢪欽✵㢴猫瑟ꢂㄳ㉰⾍䱹䖉㹔䧴僽Ⱖ➭涸ⰖⰟ瑟ꢂ〳
昶涸鸣㘗䗳搬⠔䌄勻⸽⸽欰劼կ
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FLUX TABLE
design by Vincenzo Vinci & Alex Chai 2014

Flux Table shows a beauty of the streamlined design, an ideal 
combination between white MDF desktop and natural solid 
wood legs through a simple coupling, let the whole design 
looks simple and grand. 

Flux㼜⸆腊♸鲽渠㸤繠絕ざꜥざꆄ⾓Ꝁ⟝耙僈㖑鵘欽✫勞餘暵䚍  朔㥵ⵖꭑ⻠涸ꭑ㶩 
餻✮❡ㅷ杝暵涸⚡䚍ず傞⥂霆Ⱖ⼾馊涸珘㹁䚍կ㹊加餘㖑涸呱膃♸ꜥざꆄ偽綟䒭涸鵶
䱹䕎䧭䎁ⲙ厫繠涸絁勵  邔䩯ⴀ崨絁䠭匧䔂涸呱կ

Ø 1100   H745W1600   D800   H745
W1800   D900   H745

W2000   D1000   H745

W1600   D1000   H745
W1800   D1000   H745

W2000   D1000   H745



Flux

In order to suit for many different areas, table 
tops have many shapes for choosing: oval, 
round, rectangle. which makes this Flux Table 
can meet almost all the request of different 
spaces. such as conference room, office, and 
other public spaces.

⚹鷓䎾♶ず涸梠㞯呱㶩剣♲猫䕎朐〳⣘鷥䭊嗱㕐䕎ծ㕐䕎ծ
倰䕎կ剣⚙猫勞餘〳⣘鷥䭊⾲堩加ծ涯蒀 PU怚կ鵯⢪䖤㸐
〳⟄忘駈㣐㢴侨涸瑟ꢂ䵨ꂁ宠嫱㥵⠔雳㹔⸅Ⱆ㹔ㄤ
Ⱖ➭ⰖⰟ⼓㚖կ�

Flux
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STILO CHAIR
design by Stefano Campioni, Vincenzo Vinci & Alex Chai 2014

Stilo Chair, all items in the collection are designed to 
effectively combine function with practicality, whilst offering 
a truly unique and contemporary look. Removing the excess 
decoration, we only express the manufacturing craft. 

Sti lo 僽♧妴匧Ⱘ梡➿굥呔涸絑Ⱙ霃雦կꤑ⟣⡦㢴⡮涸鄳껑㾝梡ⴀ剒紱姻暵婋涸ⵖ
鸣䊨蒌կSti lo 絁勵ꄀ湡皍⽀鶴➃〳 鷥䭊䌄䪜䩛䧴罏♶䌄䪜䩛涸妴䒭կ崞⸂涸刼絁䪜
䩛䌄勻鲽⤑涸ず傞⛲絛嫦䓎呱㶩䌄勻㹎繠涸䎂邂կ

W555  D530  H800 W525  D530  H800
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Stilo

The lines of Stilo Chair are very smooth and 
eye-catching,simple but charming.More than 
essential,the lines of surface and backrest 
follow the man-machine engineering data 
strictly. we committed to providing people 
with a comfortable and reassuring feeling. It 
is well-suited to many public spaces such as 
the library, school or office, waiting room, 
restaurant, and hotel etc. 

䏠♸ꬑ胜涸刼絁⚚呔䭽撑➃劼䊨玐侨䰘㢅椚䧮⟌荝
⸂✵⚹⢪欽罏䲿⣘莞鷓ㄤ㸝䗱涸㗂䠭կ⼧ⴔ鷓ざⰖⰟ瑟
ꢂ㥵㕃⛼껧㷖吥䧴⸅Ⱆ㹔ծ瘝⦫㹔⠅䜂㹔ծ귬⾍ㄤꂊ
䏅⟄⿺㹻㾀梠㞯կ

Stilo

Baimahu SOHO
Hangzhou—China

Stilo Chair 
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Modo Sofa P.77

垷㗌尪〄 MOD-SF-08 ��

Bunny Lounge Chair P.89

⺫⠅ꢀ喱 BUN-CH-01
Ray Table P.53

Ꝙ呱 RAY-TB-01Face P.85

膿ⳳ FAC-TB-01

LOBBY 㣐㛔䱹䖉⼓

Modo Sofa P.77

垷㗌尪〄 MOD-SF-02



MODO SOFA
design by Wendy Liu & Alex Chai 2016

This is a new concept of modular soft seating. Different ways 
of combination meet different requirements.

Modo Sofa 僽♧⚡倝涸垷㗌⻊尪〄涸嚋䙁鸑鵂絆ざ♶ず涸䕎朐涸垷㗌勻絾ざ䨾剣
涸⸆腊կ僽♧⚡倝涸垷㗌⻊尪〄涸嚋䙁鸑鵂絆ざ♶ず涸䕎朐涸垷㗌勻絾ざ䨾剣涸⸆腊կ
侮⚡❡ㅷ涸絁勵ꬋ䌢涸䎂徾⠏꧈鸑鵂♶ず涸絆ざ倰䒭勻鷓䎾♶ず涸瑟ꢂ宠կ�

P.77
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Modo Modo
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Modo Modo
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Modo Modo

Modo Sofa system has acombination of 
comfort and functionality,strong solid wood 
frame sinside and covered with foaming 
can offer the comfort to users. 
This sofa series with a strong functionality 
and diversity. you can combine then in alot 
of different way,like shape,circle,angled 
shape to suit for different area,tray table 
behind the backrest made modo series 
more useful in piblic space.  

垷㗌⻊尪〄歋 �� 猫垷㗌絆䧭Ⱖꬑ胜ծ䪜䩛ㄤ䏠喱㖲
⚹垷㗌⻊霃雦➃⟌〳呏䰘ぐ猫♶ず涸㽯㼄ꅾ倝ꂁ縨
偽ꣳ」⻊⟄⤑絆ざⴀ鷓ざ♶ず㖞兞涸宠կ
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FACE
design by Alex Chai 2014

We wanted to endow life into the products with a strongly 
symbolic personality. Face use berglass inside and Dupont 
paint on the surface, that makes the integral shape looks 
smooth and elegant. 

䧮⟌䟝䪾됮崞涸欰ㄐ岤Ⰶⵌ❡ㅷ⚥կFace ⰻ鿈ꅷ欽梯槴紦絶勞餘邍⢪欽ꛩ楩
掐怚䊨蒌鵯♧ⴗ鿪⢪㸐溏饰勻㥵姼庛嶹㣫湡կ

Ø 310   H420
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Face

Face stool is not only a table but also a life 
attitude, the unique shape can suit for many 
spaces, it can be used as an occasional table, 
a plant stand, a small chair for home cafe and 
lobby. Face will follow your needs day by day 
either solitarily or grouped together. 

㖈䧮⟌霃雦 Face涸傞⣵䋞劅餻✮❡ㅷ♧⚡됮崞涸欰ㄐ✵
僽㼜➃膿涸㕃呩絕ざⵌ❡ㅷ䔲⚥鵯⚡❡ㅷ鷓欽✵尪〄♸
⠅ꢀ喱涸鴝♳欽勻㟞⸈梠㞯涸馰䚍㸐〳⟄僽ⳳ㶩⛲〳
⟄僽蘡Ⳝ ,⟣⡦涸⸆腊鿪ꬋ䌢Ⱘ剣⟁➃䟝韌涸瑟ꢂ㸐⛲鷓
欽✵⸅Ⱆ㹔ծ㹻䏭ծㄳ㉰껧ծꂊ䏅㣐㛔瘝㖑倰♶㣟넞꧈♶㣟
㣐倰կ

Face
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BUNNY LOUNGE
design by Vincenzo Vinci & Alex Chai 2014

The brand focus on the sustainable development of the 
products, the Bunny Chair gave birth to the new Bunny 
Lounge Chair, naturally. While keeping the original 
craftsmanship of the Bunny Chair, the lounge extends the 
segment of the space. 

grado ꬋ䌢岤ꅾ❡ㅷ㖈瑟ꢂ⚥涸〳䒁⠽䚍䠭靧 Bunny 喱㶲肫✫倝欰尵剣♧挿暭
䔂➭⥂䭯✫⾲剣涸껒忘鸣㘗屠鄆✫ Bunny 喱涸垷Ⱘ䊨蒌կ㸐涸涸ⴀ梡♶➑䒁⠽✫
Bunny 㹻偛涸帿䏞罜⚂䬪㾝✫瑟ꢂ⚥涸刿㢴⸆腊կ

W740  D710  H750
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Won 
Good design award

Won 
A’design award

Bunny Lounge Chair breaks the limitation of 
the space. The Bunny Lounge is an ideal for 
the public spaces such as the lobby, library, 
bank, museum, and so on. It can also be an 
embellishment when putting besides a sofa at 
home. Bunny Lounge is a product you want to 
own, with your leisurely life. 

Bunny lounge鷓ざ欽✵ꂊ䏅㣐㛔ծ㕃⛼껧ծꜾ遤ծ⽇暟껧瘝瘝
ⰖⰟ瑟ꢂ⛲〳挿綂㖈㹻⚥涸尪〄鴝♳껒忘涸鸣㘗雮➃䗽
⤦♶犜կBunny lounge僽♧猫雮⡹♧湬䟝銳䭆剣涸❡ㅷ㗂
㖈♳♧匉蘡ծ♧匉ㄳ㉰ծ♧猫䙖䏞ծ♧猫欰崞雮➃腊㢿
䢨♴勻❧「傞ꢂ➢䭷ꢂ崨鵂涸䠭錣կ

Bunny

Lingyin Temple
Hangzhou—China#VOOZ�-PVOHF�-PUVT�.BSU�4PGB�3BZ�5BCMF�

Bunny Lounge+Ray Table

Bunny
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EVERY CHAIR
design by Micky Wang & Alex Chai  2016

grado design group rethink the design of the chair and inject 
our new idea into the classic ones, incorporating a much 
modern idea to create a new chair named Every Chair. 

䧮⟌ꅾ倝䙼罌 Eames Chairs㼜 Every Chair 䖃刿梡➿涸倰ぢ霃雦Every Chair

㖈⡤梡匧皍⚺⛐繠㷖涸ず傞鸑鵂⯓鵳涸䪮助ծ㽯㼄涸䪾䱽♸蒀䕙涸䵨ꂁ勻㼜絑Ⱙꅾ
梡⠏꧈涸䫔鴝霃雦㖈錠錣♳綫㼭✫㝕俱喱涸⡤㗌䠭♸紦絈涸ꛩ膃湱⼸靈կ
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Every Chair

Every Chair+Ray Table 

Every Chair is trying to express the minimalist 
aesthetics, at the same time, we try to reproduce 
the classical things with the advanced 
technology, accurate size, and color scheme. 
The design of the bending edge of the seats 
matched with the slim steel tube legs not only 
make the whole chair looks light in construction 
but also enhance its strength. 
While maintaing the strength of the chair, we 
reduce the thickness of the chair as much as 
possible to emphasize the feature of the chair, 
lightness and beauty. And this unique chair 
would definitely lighten the space wherever it 
would be. 

Every Chair⚺㖈霥ꅺ匧皍繠㷖ず傞䧮⟌⛲㼜絑Ⱙ霃雦欽
剒倝涸欰❡䊨蒌⸈⟄佖鵳կ礵ⲥ涸䕎䙖雷瑕涸ꂁ蒀⠏
꧈涸䫔鴝紦絈涸佅膃䨾剣涸䨾剣絆䧭✫㥵姼紦繠⠏꧈
涸Every Chair�
㖈⥂䭯喱㶩侮⡤䔂䏞涸ず傞䧮⟌㽴〳腊䖤Ⲹ㼱⾩䏞⟄
姼勻瑲ⴀ喱涸勞餘餘䠭㾝梡ⴀ鲽渠⛓繠㥵姼杝暵涸
喱㶩駈⟄挿❭⟣⡦僊冝涸瑟ꢂկ

Every Chair
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Every Chair+Dada Table 
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SKETCH CHAIR
design by Wendy Liu & Alex Chai  2017

Sketch Chair is inspired by designer’s sketch work, the cable 
which is neat and spiritual, connecting but not messy, therefore, 
the name “sketch” is the best interpretation of it. Turning the 
beauty of the lines from the 2D plane into the 3D space brings 
the interstingness to more people in the way as a furniture. 

Sketch Chair 涸抳䠭勻彂✵霃雦䋗涸䩛絚侮룅罜剣抳䚍ծ❜䱹⽲♶ⲳ✉涸䱗絁罜
》ぜ Sketch 㽠僽㼆Ⱖ剒㥩涸霥ꅺկ㼜絁勵涸繠䠭➢✳絶涸䎂縨Ⰶⵌ♲絶涸瑟ꢂ
㼜䎂涸馰⟄㹻Ⱘ涸倰䒭ッ梡䌄絛刿㢴涸➃կ
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Sketch

The whole Sketch Chair expresses its lines 
with round steel tubes. The surface and the 
legs can be disassembled. With the overall 
slender lines’ bending and connecting, 
Sketch Chair realizes both the load-bearing 
and the design concept. with its static and 
simple. 
Sketch Chair with the elements of full lines 
which looks light and lively when it is in 
the space, using the bent lines to show 
the mildness, simpleness and elegance, 
applicable to home, work area, office, 
conference room and other environments. 

Sketch䩛絚喱欽㕐ꛩ邍鴪✫絁勵欽絁勵涸䓮䫔ծ鵶
䱹勻㹊梡喱㶩涸䪬ꅾ⟄⿺㼆霃雦嚋䙁涸㹊梡կꅷ欽Ⰼ
絁勵涸⯋稇㖈瑟ꢂ⚥儑䖤鲽渠僈䘯⟄䫔䓮涸絁勵
㼜厫ㄤ㺱✵稇鷓ざ✵㹻⸅Ⱆ㹔ㄳ㉰껧瘝㢴猫梠
㞯կ

Sketch

BDC
Chengdu, China

Sketch Chair�
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LORD CHAIR
design by Wendy Liu & Alex Chai 2017

W650  D565  H780
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0

Lord Chair also comes from Lord family.Gathering the advantages 
of the former, we created a higher utilization rate for it, which 
means you could use this chair not only at your work but also in 
your daily life.

餍㡲귬喱ず呋勻荈餍㡲喱㹻偛 ���ꜥざꆄ膃卹ず傞⢪欽✫Ꝙ禹涸ꆄ㾩膃卹կ餍㡲귬喱
⠏꧈涸鸣㘗㖈梠㞯⚥儑䖤小珘ⲇ僒✵ꂁざⰦ➭涸㹻ⰨⰟず⢪欽կ
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Lord

Lord chair+Dada table

Lord

P.107

Lord Chair also comes from Lord family. 
Two types of the chair base are available, 
aluminum legs and wooden legs, Aluminum 
legs are same as the legs of Ray Max. Lord 
Chair has a wider range of applications, not 
only can be used in work environment, but 
also can be put into a living environment. 
The chair is easy to be matched with 
other furniture and surroundings while, the 
atmosphere around would be also influenced 
by the elegant look of the chair.

餍㡲귬喱涸鵘欽㖈餍㡲喱禹⚥涸䎾欽薴㔵湱鳅
⛓剒䎛㼜餍㡲禹涸⠏繠剒䎛岌㖑㖈㢴梠㞯⡤
梡կ鷓欽✵귬⾍ծ⠅ꢀ瑟ꢂկ



DASH CHAIR
design by Stefano Campioni 2014

Dash is another achievement of our concept of enjoying 
work. We try to balance the serious and ease in the working 
environment, you could enjoy work even when doing a serious 
job. 

礵✵ⰻ䕎✵㢪կDash 侮⡤鸣㘗皍峇㣐倰鲱㝕俱涸ꬑ胜雮⢪欽罏胜鿈「⸂㖲⺣
涸ず傞䌄勻莞鷓荈㥵涸鲽匠♸荈歋կ
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The adaptable and comfortable Dash Chair 
meets all the requirements of home and of 
office interiors with its style and versatility. 
The back of the chair has been designed to 
support your back and adapt to your body 
shape and offers unexpected comfort. There 
are four types can be chosen: with or without 
armrests, swivel, or a bar stool. 

Dash贞絁涸⯋稇鄄鵘欽㖈✫䏠喱涸ꬑ胜㢅⟄꞊瑟涸䕎
䒭㼜䏠喱涸胜鿈ⵖ⡲✫꞊瑟涸佪卓繠⻊✫鸣㘗涸ず傞
刿僽⸈䔂✫䏠喱涸꯸䚍雮㸐刿⸈罣欽䎇⚂莞鷓կ
♶ず妴䒭〳⣘鷥䭊偽䪜䩛妴ծ剣䪜䩛妴ծ偒鲮喱⿺넞ゅ
喱կ㢴猫鸣㘗涸鷥䭊䌄勻刿㢴涸瑟ꢂ䵨ꂁ鷓欽✵⸅Ⱆ
㹔ծ⠔雳⾍⟄⿺㹻㾀瘝梠㞯կ

Dash Dash
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STILO LOUNGE
design by Stefano Campioni, Vincenzo Vinci & Alex Chai 2014

Stilo Lounge Chair is another product in Stilo series. 
Compared with Stilo Chairs, Stilo Lounge is more serious 
but natural. Following the modern style of the Stilo Chair, the 
Stilo Lounge with clean lines is especially outstanding in the 
lounge products. You would be surprised by its comfort. 

Sti lo Lounge 僽絯 Sti lo Chair ⛓た涸〥♧⟝㹻Ⱘ禹⡲ㅷկ㥵卓霹 Sti lo Chair 僽♧
⡙過孞倰涸ꫬ袾㼱䎃齡⛎ Sti lo Lounge 刿⫸僽♧⡙㺢剣ꢓ⾎涸絇㡦➭䨾邍梡ⴀ
勻涸孞餘刿⸈䧭擿珘ꅾկ
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Whatever the environment would be, the 
simple style of Stilo seems calm, yet elegant. 

偽雿梠㞯㥵⡦皍⽀Ⱙ꧈小珘鵯㽠僽 Stilo�
䏠♸ꬑ胜涸刼絁⚚呔䭽撑➃劼䊨玐侨䰘㢅椚䧮
⟌荝⸂✵⚹⢪欽罏䲿⣘莞鷓涸㸝䗱涸㗂䠭կ⼧ⴔ鷓
ざⰖⰟ瑟ꢂ㥵㕃⛼껧㷖吥䧴⸅Ⱆ㹔ծ瘝⦫㹔⠅
䜂㹔귬⾍ㄤꂊ䏅瘝梠㞯կ

Stilo

Baimahu SOHO
Hangzhou—China

Stilo Lounge Chair+Ray Table     
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Stilo

grado Showroom
Hangzhou—China

Stilo Lounge+Ray Table



BEND CHAIR

By changing our habits of mind, we created the unique 
chair which comes from a folded origami. After long-term 
exploration and unremitting efforts, Bend chair was born 
with a striking look that shows up a technical complexity and 
functional diversity. 

♧⚡⯎忘佦✲涸❡ㅷ胜た僽霃雦䋗㼆絈蒜㽯㼄涸匧荝鷅宠鵯♧ⴗ涸抳䠭勻彂✵留䎃
傞劍涸䫔紺굷劼⚹✫䪾留䎃傞繠㥩涸雵䗴⥂殆♴勻䧮⟌絑鵂㢴妃霃雦雭雿ㄤ㹊꣢
乼⡲կ絕ざ꜂瀖鸣㘗䲿》✫ⴗⶶ涸⯋稇絑鵂偽侨妃鸣㘗⥝佖♸垷㘗ⵖ⡲♧䓎Ⱘ
剣杝暵䚍♸倝䚍涸 Bend 䩞ⴀ梡㖈㣐㹻涸錠ꅿ⚥կ

W475  D510  H790 W475  D430
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design by Stefano Campioni, Vincenzo Vinci & Alex Chai 2014
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Bend

Bend chair is an artwork, it makes the conception 
of origami comes true. Besides, bend chair 
also shows us the exquisite craftsmanship. 
A complete steel panel, through a precision 
cutting, stamping, casting, and then, powder 
coating in a variety of bright colors bringing 
a dramatic look to every environment. It is a 
stylish choice for public areas such as office, 
entertainment venues, restaurants, cafes and 
modern homes. 
The chair is also available in a cushion version, 
in high-quality Poly Urethane cushion, also 
shows the concept origami and perfect attach 
onto the Bend seat. 

꜂瀖菚ⴗⶶ涸鸣㘗霃雦梠⥂⨴䐀涸歏磋劣㌂嶃կ㢴猫괃
蒀䩧灶小㼆✵ⰖⰟ㖞䨾偽毟僽⚡僈兰涸鷥䭊կ
鷓欽✵㬛⛙㖞䨾ծ귬⾍ծㄳ㉰껧⛲ꬋ䌢鷓欽✵梡➿㹻䏭կ

Won 
A’design award
Gold Award

CIFF 2014 
Gold Award/ Bend chair
Bronze Award/Lotus side table

Bend

METTO Coffee—277 QUEEN'S PARK
Hangzhou—China

Bend Chair 
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FATTY SOFA

Fatty Sofa is inspired by clothes of the daily life . The flanging 
details decorating with bright colors highlight the quality of 
life of a person which is not afraid of mediocre and dares to 
break through.Fatty Sofa uses of the effect of flanging smartly, 
which not only gives comfort but increases the fun of life.

抳䠭勻彂✵傈䌢欰崞⚥涸邆剪剪껑♳涸缺鴝絈蒜欽됮蒁騥駟涸괃蒀⨞䵨ꂁ瑲儑ⴀ
♧⚡➃♶䟍䎂䐃⹄✵瑲灶涸欰崞ㅷ餘կ螨鶓尪〄♳䊫㦪鵘欽缺鴝涸佪卓絛➃䌄勻莞
鷓涸ず傞⿶㟞⸈✫欰崞馰կ
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design by Wendy Liu & Alex Chai 2016
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Fatty
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LOTUS POUF
design by Wendy Liu & Alex Chai 2015

Lotus Pouf, is one of the members in Lotus family, with its 
lovely shape and a variety of bright colors, attract more and 
more people’s attention since being invented. 

Lotus Pouf 涸霃雦抳䠭勻彂✵銯廩蚚〽㺢剣欰ㄐ⸂⽲♶䓎䪋կ䧮⟌⸂宠㖈➃碫ㄤ荈搬
涸䞔䠭⚥䪪ⵌ䎂邂挿絛欰崞㟞幑⛙馰կ♲猫㽯㼄忘駈ぐ猫♶ず涸瑟ꢂ⢪欽宠կ

W 560   D560   H420 W 860   D760   H380 W 1360   D1190   H340
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We use solid wood and MDF board inside, the 
structure is strong enough to support users. On 
the surface, optional fabrics can match different 
spaces, like the shopping mall, lobby, and any 
other public spaces. 

ⰻ鿈絕匬䧮⟌ꅷ欽✫加餘匬卹邍㽻剣㢴猫䋒俱⿺ PU淼〳
⣘鷥䭊넞餘ꆀ嵳絷㽻絑⛉罣欽♶僒」䕎կ鷓ざ㣐涸ⰖⰟ瑟
ꢂ㥵㕃⛼껧ծ㷖吥ծ䎓⯄㔩ծ瘝⦫㹔ծ⠅䜂㹔ծꂊ䏅瘝梠㞯կ

Lotus Lotus

The 21rd China International Furniture Expo
Shanghai—China
Lotus Pouf+Lotus
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KOI
design by Lily Yang & Alex Chai 2015

Koi always has a lot of good meanings in Chinese culture, 
such as dispel evil and bring you best wishes. The koi divider 
brings the feeling with a combination of emptiness and reality. 

Koi 涸抳䠭勻彂✵銯廩⼧兞⚥涸蔄度錜됎蔄㹻㿋♴崨蔄度蔄衼됎魧됎㏐蔄涸
兞韌慨〄✫霃雦䋗偽ꣳ抳䠭䎇鸣✫ Koi � ♧勵勵崞抳崞梡涸됎⯄湱䭆錟굹鸣㘗欰
⸓崞峁됎♸됎⛓ꢂ湱✽鵶䱹贞㹊絕ざ絛ⰖⰟ瑟ꢂ㟞幑✫欰劼♸䖒⸓⟬⡱⠨用
✵銯廩鴝劅♧寑Ꝯ됶կ
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Koi

Red dot 2016

Koi are fishes swimming in the air, they swam 
to break the space. They form a barrier in 
the space but not bring isolation. They band 
together, and they swimming. 
There are eight supporting holes on the plastic 
koi, and you can easy to connect them by 
yourselves. as you like to adapt different areas. 
Many vivid koi will bring you an extraordinary 
feeling. 

Koi㽠⫸♧纈㖈瑟⚥黛康涸됶됎됎涸康⸓Ȿ灶⛘㊤〳꣥涸
瑟ꢂկKoi䧭纈罜康㖈瑟ꢂꅽ饰ⵌꥬ倗⡲欽⽲♶儑㷐用կ
⽀勵㝕俱됎魧♳剣 7⚡䭱㶰〳⣘鷥䭊կ䝠〳呏䰘♶ず涸瑟
ꢂ荈歋䵨ꂁ絆ざ⠏꧈涸 Koi䗳㼜䌄絛⡹ꬋⳝ涸⡤낉կ

Koi

Office
Germany

Koi
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ARCHI PLATE
design by Eric Ying & Alex Chai 2016

Archi plate’s inspiration comes from a small house with a 
pointy roof. This exaggerated line in perfect geometric element 
totally breaking the traditional design. 

渷ꅽ⟄㣩䓎涸絁勵ㄤ㗌䩧灶✫⠛絡⚥錞⚥瀃涸䒊瘰邍梡倰䒭㼜Ⳝ⡦ㆹ㷖邍鴪䖤巵
怲㽴荝կArchi Plate 姻僽䲿》✫䒊瘰⚥䨻㾋Ⳝ⡦⚹霃雦⯋稇կ匧皍涸㗌絕ざ⚡䚍罜
♶㣟欰⸓剣馰կ♲猫㽯㼄〳⟣䠑䶓佞杝ⵌ涸蒀䕙䵨ꂁ♸瑟ꢂ輑ざ䌄勻錠錣♳莞鷓涸⡤
낉կ㸐⠛鴪ⴀ㼆欰崞杝暵涸䙖䏞⢪䖤瑟ꢂ刿⸈涸㢴䕙欰⸓կ

W264  D115  H20 W204  D95  H15 W145  D75  H11
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Archi Plate

Archi Plate is composed by three parts 
in powder coating with different sizes 
and colors, you can combine them in a 
variety of forms as you like ,so that it can 
meet the demand in different places. you 
can put the little house in your desk, tea 
table, meeting room or anywhere you 
want, it will always provide you with a 
fun and simple way to your life. 

Archi Plate剣♲猫♶ず㽯㼄ㄤ괃蒀⡹〳⟄㼜㸐
⟌絆ざ䧭ぐ猫䕎朐կ⡹〳⟄䪾㼭䨻㶩佞㖈⡹涸蘡
呱⠔雳㹔䧴罏⟣⡦⡹䟝銳涸㖑倰㸐䚪⠔絛⡹
䲿⣘♧猫剣馰罜皍⽀涸欰崞倰䒭կ

Archi Plate
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CUSHION
design by Molly Liu 2016

The designer draws the picture for the singing nightingale. While 
you seeing the moonlight and drink a cup of tea, nightingale 
starts to sing at the bushes elegantly. Nightingale’s song light the 
dark, and we hope the cushion warms you well. All we want is 
the nightingale in the cushion singing in your house, light your 
home too. 

䫵半抳䠭勻彂✵㣐荈搬⚥涸䞔兞霃雦䋗⚪㺢涸疴鍘抳崞鵘欽毜㺙剣䎸デⵆ小ꢅ♸
♧䧭♶」կ繠㥩涸⼯たꢀ内傞⯕♧匉幡蘡♧䌏幡倝〳昶涸䫵半⚹㾀㹔㟞幑欰劼
⚹䗱䞔鄳挿僈㰂կ

W400  D400  H160
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Cushion

The cushion pillow is made of polyester berg, 
which is twice as strong as cotton, three times 
stronger than the wool. It means the cushion 
has highly wrinkle resistance and environmental 
protection. Four types can be chosen for your 
room. 

Cushionꬑ㙈僽ꅷ欽翸ꂾ紦絶ⵖ⡲㸐涸䔂䏞僽唼涸⚙⦔
僽繙嬁涸♲⦔կ鵯䠑满 CushionⰨ剣넞䏞涸䫒淿䚍ㄤ梠
⥂䚍կⰟ剣㔋猫碫㘗⣘䝠鷥䭊կ

Cushion
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LIGHT 
COAT-STAND

The Light Coat-Stand consists of three sticks, a metal connector 
and three hooks. 
Designer was inspired by the bonfire. Three sticks seem 
clumsy, however Light is different, it can be gathered up or 
opened up in a few second. The Light Coat Stand’s flexible 
function thanks to its unique innovative structure connectors, 
hooks and sticks together make this workThe user can quickly 
gather it up with just a little bit lift. The more weight of the 
clothing adding on, more stable the Light becomes. 

Light 邆䌨卹歋♲呏加啃♧⚡ꆄ㾩鵶䱹⟝ㄤ♲⚡䭱꛰絆䧭կ
霃雦䋗㖈霃雦鵯妴邆䌨卹傞「ⵌ✫睋抠涸〄♲呏加啃佅饰た儑䖤痜䬵罜 Light

♶ず㸐腊㢿㖈Ⳝ猲ⰻ㽠佐饰䧴䓎䒓կLight 邆䌨卹鵯猫抳崞㢴」涸⸆腊䔱⸆✵㸐
杝暵涸倝絕匬鵶䱹⟝ծ䭱꛰ծ加啃湱✽ꂁざկ⢪欽罏〫銳鲽鲽䲿饰㽠腊㼜㸐䘯鸟
佐䭃կ罜㖈䪬「邆暟刿㣐涸ꅾ⸂た l ight 涸絕匬」䖤刿⸈珘㹁կ
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design by Peter Fei & Alex Chai 2017

W500  D590  H1600
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